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Why Exploratory Approaches?

• Systems are far 
more than
collections of 
functions

• Systems 
typically depend 
upon and 
interact with 
many external 
systems



Why Exploratory Approaches?

• Systems are too 
complex for 
individuals to 
comprehend 
and describe

• Products evolve 
rapidly in ways 
that cannot be 
anticipated

In the future, developers will likely do more verification and validation at 
the unit level than they have done before.

Testers must explore, discover, investigate, and learn about the system.



Why Exploratory Approaches?

• Developers are using tools and frameworks 
that make programming more productive, but 
that may manifest more emergent behaviour.

• Developers are increasingly adopting unit 
testing and test-driven development.

• The traditional focus is on verification, 
validation, and confirmation.

The new focus must be on exploration, 
discovery, investigation, and learning.



Why Exploratory Approaches?

• We don’t have time to waste
• preparing wastefully elaborate written plans
• for complex products
• built from many parts
• and interacting with many systems
• (many of which we don’t understand…
• or control)
• where everything is changing over time
• and there’s so much learning to be done
• and the result, not the plan, is paramount.



Testing is hard, but…

• If we shorten the loop between
• test-related learning
• test design
• test execution
• and test result interpretation

by putting them into the same person, in the same 
moment, we can
• learn more quickly
• improve our designs
• execute immediately
• leverage the timeliness and relevance of the results



Changing the Focus of Testing

• prediction
• verification
• validation
• confirmation
• comprehensive 

documentation
• following plans

• exploration
• discovery
• investigation
• learning
• sufficient and relevant 

documentation
• responding to change



But…

• How do we prepare to test?
• How do we know what to test?
• How do we recognize a problem?
• How do we describe our plans?
• How do we identify and allocate resources?
• How do we record our work?
• How do we report and justify our work?

All these things, and more,
are what today’s course is about.



Understanding ET

Understanding ET means
learning how to test.



To Learn Exploratory Testing
We Must First Learn To Test

• Learning how to test in an exploratory way can be challenging, because:

• WHEREAS…
• Almost nobody enjoys reviewing written test procedures.
• Almost nobody knows how to evaluate the quality of written test 

procedures.
• Almost every manager seems to think that written tests are a Good 

Thing.
• THEREFORE

• Writing awful test procedures won’t get us fired. Some companies will 
even reward us for the poor quality of our test procedures.

• and
• That means there is little pressure on us to become excellent testers.



What is Testing?

• An empirical
• technical
• investigation
• of the product, 
• done on behalf of stakeholders
• intended to reveal
• quality-related information
• of the kind that they seek.

• Cem Kaner

longer version!



What is Testing?

• Questioning 
• a product 
• in order to evaluate it

• James Bach

shorter version!



Exploratory Testing is…

• an approach to software testing…

• that emphasizes the personal freedom and 
responsibility of each tester to continually optimize 
the value of his or her work…

• by treating test-related learning, test design and 
test execution, and test result interpretation as 
mutually supportive activities that run in parallel 
throughout the project.

(not a test technique itself, but applicable to any test technique)

longer version!

(optimize?  how?)



Exploratory Testing is…

• simultaneous (or parallel)
• test design
• test execution
• result interpretation
• and learning
• with an emphasis on learning

shorter version!



What is Exploratory Testing?

• As a term…
• apparently coined by Cem Kaner in 1983

• As a practice
• performed by capable testers forever
• described and elaborated by Cem Kaner, 

James Bach, and others
• widely misunderstood and sometimes 

foolishly disparaged



What is Exploratory Testing?

Exploratory testing is simultaneous
learning, test design, and test execution.

purely
scripted tests

freestyle
exploration

When we say “exploratory testing” and don’t  qualify it, we mean 
anything on the exploratory side of this continuum.

chartered
exploration

vague
scripts

fragmentary
test cases

role-based
exploration



Exploratory Testing

• The way we practice and teach it…
• IS NOT “random testing” (or sloppy, or slapdash)
• IS NOT “unstructured testing”
• IS NOT a technique, but an approach
• IS NOT quick tests

• although quick tests can be used to guide exploration
• IS “ad hoc”

• in the dictionary sense, “to the purpose”
• IS teachable, repeatable, and manageable
• IS at the heart of excellent testing
• IS the opposite polarity to scripted testing



Contrasting Approaches

Scripted Testing
• Is directed from elsewhere
• Is determined in advance
• Is about confirmation
• Is about controlling tests
• Constrains choice
• Emphasizes predictability
• Emphasizes decidability
• Like making a speech
• Like playing from a score

Exploratory Testing
• Is directed from within
• Is determined in the moment
• Is about investigation
• Is about improving test design
• Enables choice
• Emphasizes adaptability
• Emphasizes learning
• Like having a conversation
• Like playing in a jam session



The Process of Test Design

Analysis      Experiment   Knowledge

Produces Informs

- Configure
- Operate
- Observe
- Evaluate

- Product Story
- Technical Knowledge
- Domain Knowledge
- General Knowledge

Test 
Procedure

Question

Answer

Investigate 
bugs

Informs

Testing Story

Produces

- Test Plan/Report
- Work Products
- Status

- Risk
- Coverage
- Oracles
- Resources/Constraints
- Value/Cost
- Bugs



How to Start?
Pick a Useful, Fun, or Easy Starting Point

What do I need to produce for my client?
What has already been done?

What kind of testing
am I good at?

What obstacles threaten
my success?

What do I know?
What do I need to know?

Do I have a product?
What can I do with

the product?



Exploratory Test Design

• Questioning a product that does not yet exist
• Discussing a feature that is not specified or 

understood
• “Interviewing” a program (like a job candidate)

• ask a question
• get an interesting answer that sparks a new question;
• ask that question, get another interesting answer…

• Using feedback from the last question or test to 
inform the next question or test



Exploratory Test Design

• Operating a program and recognizing 
possible risks

• Asking “does this risk warrant further 
testing?”

• High-volume test automation
• reveals new problems that the team didn’t anticipate or 

know how to look for in a more systematic way
• the exploratory work here involves continually revising 

the test data, actions, or sequences based on what is 
being learned



Make sense of
your status

Focus on what
needs doing

START
S

T
O

P
Do a burst of

testing

Report

Compare status
against mission

• Getting ready to test
• Designing & doing tests
• Processing test results

Test Design Is IterativeTesting Is Iterative



Test Design
Testing to Learn vs. Testing to Search

• Testing (primarily) to Learn
• Forming a mental model of the product.
• Learning what the product is supposed to do.
• Inventorying the product elements you may want to test.
• Looking at consistency relationships and trying various oracles.
• Generating test data.
• Considering testability and trying potentially useful tools.
• Experimenting with different ways of testing it.
• Reporting bugs that you find.

• Testing (primarily) to Search
• Using your detailed product knowledge, and any relevant tools, 

to systematically exercise the product in every important way.
• Using careful observation and good oracles to detect important 

bugs.
• Modifying and diversifying your tests to make them more 

powerful.
• Reporting bugs that you find.



Test Design Motivations
Testing to Learn vs. Testing to Search

• Starting a new project.

• Reflective thought or research about design 

• Seeing a new feature for the first time.

• Smoke or sanity tests on a new build

• Testing a product deeply to reveal important bugs.

• Investigating a particular bug.

• Re-testing a product after a change.

• Repeated execution of detailed procedural test scripts.

L

L

L
S
S
S

Compare these Situations:

L

S

S
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Exploratory Test Execution

• Interacting with the product, using the result 
of each test to inform the next

• Investigating a puzzling situation
• Retesting and testing around a defect
• Retesting an old or fixed product

• varying the data
• varying the sequence of actions
• seeking areas of the program where data or 

functions are duplicated
• exploring similar functions

Learning!
Design!

Design!
Learning!



Exploratory Test Execution

• Pair testing
• Scenario testing

• compelling stories, using personae
• Workflow testing

• customers using loosely scripted charters, often focused 
on usability, as they evaluate the product

• Interactive automated testing
• a.k.a. “computer-assisted testing”
• using interpreters (e.g. Ruby, VB)
• using short, easily modified scripts



Exploratory Evaluation

• Observing the outcome of tests
• not merely the output

• Recognizing and managing bias and 
observational lapses

• Conceiving several possible interpretations of 
the result and significance of a test

• Remaining open to the possibility of still other 
interpretations and different significance
• especially with respect to different stakeholders



Exploratory Learning

• Testing a new product
• Improving your a model of product by investigating 

its elements
• Reconnaissance sessions

• touring and operating a product, with the goal of 
creating a test coverage outline

• searching for bugs while also searching for new testing 
ideas



• Scanning or mapping a program or document 
with focus on 
• potential exploitation
• unexpected interactions
• emergent behaviour or knowledge

• Interviewing or collaborating with someone related 
to the product or its domain

• Interacting with a product to test your models of it

Exploratory Learning

Reference!

Conference!

Inference!



ET is a Structured Process

• Exploratory testing, as we teach it, is a structured process conducted by 
a skilled tester, or by lesser skilled testers or users working under 
supervision.

• The structure of ET comes from many sources:
• Test design heuristics
• Chartering
• Time boxing
• Perceived product risks
• The nature of specific tests
• The structure of the product being tested
• The process of learning the product
• Development activities
• Constraints and resources afforded by the project
• The skills, talents, and interests of the tester
• The overall mission of testing

Systematic,
not random.

Cognitively structured, rather
than procedurally structured.



ET is a Structured Process

In excellent exploratory testing, one structure 
tends to dominate all the others:

Exploratory testers construct a compelling 
story of their testing. It is this story that 

gives ET a backbone.



To test is to compose, edit, narrate,
and justify two linked stories.

You must tell a story about the product…

…about how it failed, and how it might fail...
…in ways that matter to your various clients.

and also tell a story about testing…

…how you configured, operated and observed it…
…about what you haven’t tested, yet…
…or won’t test, at all…
…and about why what you did was good enough.



Exploratory Skills and Tactics:
One Evolving List

• Modeling
• Resourcing
• Questioning
• Chartering
• Observing
• Manipulating
• Collaborating
• Generating & Elaborating
• Overproduction & 

Abandonment

• Abandonment & Recovery
• Refocusing
• Alternating
• Branching & Backtracking
• Conjecturing
• Recording
• Reporting
• Evaluating
• Tooling

This list was developed by James and Jonathan Bach, and elaborated 
by participants at Mike Kelly’s session at Consultants’ Camp 2006



Exploratory Testing Polarities

• James and Jonathan Bach identify a number 
contrasting activities, motivations, behaviours, 
and perspectives

• Examples
• Testing to learn vs. testing to search
• Warming up vs. cruising vs. cooling down
• Doing vs. describing
• Doing vs. thinking
• Careful vs. quick
• Data gathering vs. data analysis

• To get better at E.T., recognize these polarities 
and learn to control and vary them



To test a simple product very thoroughly,
part of a complex product very thoroughly, 

or to maximize test integrity…

1. Start the test from a known (clean) state.
2. Prefer simple, deterministic actions.
3. Vary One Factor At a Time (OFAT)
4. Trace test steps to a specified model.
5. Follow established and consistent lab procedures.
6. Make specific predictions, observations and records.
7. Make it easy to reproduce (automation helps).

Polarity Example:
Focusing vs. Defocusing



Polarity Example:
Focusing vs. Defocusing

1. Start from different states (not necessarily clean).
2. Prefer complex, challenging actions.
3. Vary Many Factors At a Time (MFAT).
4. Generate tests from a variety of models.
5. Question your lab procedures and tools.
6. Try to see everything with open expectations.
7. Make the test hard to pass, instead of easy to reproduce.

To find unexpected problems, 
elusive problems that occur in sustained field use, 
or more problems quickly in a complex product…



Blending Scripted & Exploratory

• Generic scripts: specify general test procedures and apply them to 
different parts of a test coverage outline.

• Vague scripts: specify a test step-by-step, but leave out any detail that 
does not absolutely need to be pre-specified.

• Improvisation: have scripts, but encourage deviation from them, too.
• Fragmentary cases: specify tests as single sentences or phrases.
• Test Coverage Outline: use outline of product elements and have tester 

construct tests from it on the fly.
• Risk Catalog: specify types of problems to look for, then construct tests 

on the fly to find each one.
• Exploratory Charters: specify 90 minutes of testing in three sentences.
• Roles: Give each tester a standing role to test a certain part of the 

product. Leave the rest up to them.
• Heuristics: Train exploratory testers to use standardized test design 

heuristics.
• SBTM: Consider using Session-Based Test Management, a formalized 

method of exploratory test management. (http://www.satisfice.com/sbtm).



Oracles

• Explicit specifications, use cases, etc.
• Reference, Inference, Conference
• Live oracles
• Scripting vs. Retrospective Sensemaking
• Tools
• Emotional oracles



Coverage is “how much of the product we have tested.”

What IS Coverage?

It’s the extent to which we have 
traveled over some map of the product.



Models

• A model is a heuristic idea, activity, or object…
such as an idea in your mind, a diagram, a list of words, a spreadsheet, 
a person, a toy, an equation, a demonstration, or a program

such as something complex that you need to work with or study

- A map is a model that helps to navigate across a terrain.
- 2+2=4 is a model for adding two apples to a basket that already has two apples.
- Atmospheric models help predict where hurricanes will go.
- A fashion model helps understand how clothing would look on actual humans.
- Your beliefs about what you test are a model of what you test.

• …that represents (literally, re-presents) 
another idea, activity, or object…

• …whereby understanding something about 
the model may help you to understand or 
manipulate the thing that it represents.



A Map of the Toronto Subway



Here’s Another One



A Map of Toronto’s Cultural Facilities



So You Want Your Sidewalk Plowed?



A Bike Ride?



What Is Covered Incidentally?



Different Maps Show Different Things

• The information that we care about may be 
incidental to the “purpose” of the map



There are as many kinds of test coverage as 
there are ways to model the system.



One Way to Model Coverage:
Product Elements (with Quality Criteria)

Capability
Reliability
Usability
Security

Scalability

Performance
Installability

Compatibility
Supportability

Testability

Maintainability
Portability

Localizability

• Time
• Operations
• Platform
• Data
• Function
• Structure



Product Elements:  Structural Coverage

platform

input outputTest what it’s
made of.

• Print testing example
• Physical structure:  computer, printer, cables
• User interface structure: menus and dialogs related to printing
• Code structure:  files associated with printing

• code modules that implement printing
• classes inside the modules

• methods in the classes
• lines of code inside the methods…



Structural Risk Analysis:
using a diagram

• [pointing at a box] What if this function fails?
• Can this function ever be invoked at the wrong time?
• [pointing at any part of the diagram] What error 

checking do you do here?
• [pointing at an arrow] What exactly does this arrow 

mean? What would happen if it was broken?
• Try annotating the box with icons for test ideas

Web Server

Database
Layer

App Server

Browser

Real-time
Monitoring

Auction
Server



Guideword Heuristics for Structural Analysis

• Boxes
• Missing/Drop-out
• Extra/Interfering
• Incorrect
• Timing/Sequencing
• Contents/Algorithms
• Conditional behavior
• Limitations
• Error Handling

• Lines
• Missing/Drop-out
• Extra/Forking
• Incorrect
• Timing/Sequencing
• Status 

Communication
• Data Structures

Web Server

Database
Layer

App Server

Browser

• Paths
• Simplest
• Popular
• Critical
• Complex
• Pathological
• Challenging
• Error Handling
• Periodic

Real-time
Monitoring

Auction
Server



Visualizing Test Coverage With Sticky Notes

Web Server

Database
Layer

App Server

Browser

Real-time
Monitoring

Auction
Server

Dial-up performance

Timeout risk

Intermittent problem

Stability risk

Accessibility 

Security

Data corruption

Broken link

One sticky note = one 90-minute testing session
What can we see about our coverage here?



Product Elements:  Functional Coverage

input output

platform

functionsTest what 
it does.

• Print testing example
• Setup, preview, zoom
• Print range, print copies, scale to paper
• Print all, current page, or specific range
• Choose printer, printer properties, paper size and type
• Print to file instead of to printer

functions



Focusing On Functional Coverage

• menu and dialog tours
• choose every option, click every button, fill in every field

• mouse tours
• don’t forget right-clicks, Shift-click, Ctrl-click, Alt-click, -click
• click frenzy
• drag and drop

• keyboard tours
• don’t forget key combinations

• error tours
• search for error messages inside resource tables

• other forms of guided tours
• see Mike Kelly’s FCC CUTS VIDS – Google it!

Everything that happens or changes in a program is handled by 
some function.  So what happens or changes?  Test that.



Product Elements:  Data Coverage

functions
&

structure
input output

platform

Test what
it does it to.

• Print testing example
• Content in documents (text, graphics, links, objects…)
• Types of documents (letter, envelope, book…)
• Size or structure of documents (empty, huge, complex…)
• Data about how to print (zoom factor, number of copies)
• Data about the hardware



Focusing on Data Coverage

• test using known equivalence classes and boundaries
• orient testing towards discovery of previously unknown 

classifications and boundaries
• not just testing at known or rumoured boundaries

• increase the quantity and ranges of input, driving toward 
infinity and zero

• use high-volume automated tests
• random inputs
• comprehensive inputs in discrete sets (try ’em all)

• don’t forget to drive output values too
• descriptions of elements of a system include data; what 

data can we vary in those descriptions?



Test what it
depends upon.

• Print testing example
• Printers
• Computers and networks
• Operating systems and libraries, both third-party and 

locally developed
• Printer drivers

functions
&

structure
input output

platform

Product Elements:  Platform Coverage



Focusing On Platform Coverage

• remember that platform is about dependencies
• so what does the program depend upon?

• emphasize diversity in the test lab
• identify and collect interesting or oddball stuff
• trade hardware and software with other vendors
• use tools to speed setup
• limit the number of supported platforms
• broaden testing outside the lab
• consider the value (and cost) of outside beta tests



Product Elements:  Operations Coverage

Test how
it’s used.

• Print testing example
• Use defaults
• Use realistic environments
• Use realistic scenarios
• Print typical documents, labels and envelopes
• Use complex task flows
• Use different user models

input output

platform



Focusing On Operations Coverage

• systematically model users and roles
• consider using personas

• model tasks and business processes
• identify operational risks and test for them
• go beyond use cases; develop rich scenarios
• consider soap opera tests
• use stress and flow techniques
• use pilot deployments with engaged tech support



Product Elements:  Time Coverage

Test how
it’s affected 

by time.

• Print testing example
• Try different network or port speeds
• Print documents right after another and after long intervals
• Try time-related constraints--spooling, buffering, timeouts
• Try printing hourly, daily, month-end, year-end reports
• Try printing from two workstations at the same time
• Try printing again, later.

input output

platform



Sample Guideword Heuristics
for Time Coverage

• Data flow
• blocking, buffering, concurrency, queueing, spooling, timeout…

• Business
• amortization, business day, end of quarter, fiscal year…

• Instruments
• clock (alarm, atomic, system), stopwatch, hourglass, calendar, VCR (12:00!)

• Operating systems
• critical region, idle time, refresh rate, thread, semaphore, suspend/resume…

• Rates
• hits per second, acceleration, degradation, frequency, speed, velocity…

• Relationships
• before, after, during, faster, interruption, current, faster, slower…

See “Time for New Test Ideas” at http://www.developsense.com/articles



General Focusing Heuristics

• use test-first approach or unit testing for better code
coverage

• work from prepared test coverage outlines and risk lists
• use diagrams, state models, and the like, and cover 

them
• apply specific test techniques to address particular 

coverage areas
• make careful observations and match to expectations

To do this more rapidly, make preparation and artifacts fast and frugal:
leverage existing materials and avoid repeating yourself.

Emphasize doing; relax planning.  You’ll make discoveries along the way!



General Defocusing Heuristics

• diversify your models; intentional coverage in one area can 
lead to unintentional coverage in other areas—this is a 
Good Thing

• diversify your test techniques
• be alert to problems other than the ones that you’re 

actively looking for
• welcome and embrace distraction
• do some testing that is not oriented towards a specific risk
• use high-volume, randomized automated tests



Exploiting Variation To Find More Bugs

• Micro-behaviors: “Unreliable” and “distractible” humans make each test a little bit 
new each time through—this is often a Good Thing.

• Randomness: Can protect you from unconscious bias.
• Data Substitution: The same actions may have dramatically different results when 

tried on a different database, or with different input.
• Platform Substitution: Supposedly equivalent platforms may not be.
• Timing/Concurrency Variations: The same actions may have different results 

depending on the time frame in which they occur and other concurrent events.
• Scenario Variation: The same functions may operate differently when employed in 

a different flow or context.
• State Pollution: Hidden variables of all kinds frequently exert influence in a 

complex system. By varying the order, magnitude, and types of actions, we may 
accelerate state pollution, and discover otherwise rare bugs.

• Sensitivities and Expectations: Different testers may be sensitive to different 
factors, or make different observations. The same tester may see different things at 
different times or when intentionally shifting focus to different things.

• Automate for Randomness: Humans often have systematic patterns of input, 
whether they realize it or not.  If you have a good high-speed oracle, use it!



Extent of Coverage

• Smoke and sanity
• Can this thing even be tested at all?

• Common and critical
• Can this thing do the things it must do?
• Does it handle happy paths and regular input?
• Can it work?

• Complex, extreme and exceptional
• Will this thing handle challenging tests, complex 

data flows, and malformed input, etc.?
• Will it work?



What Management Wants To Know

“Are you on top of it?”

“Am I on top of it?

Your manager is to some degree responsible for the 
quality of your work.  Tell and illustrate the testing story.



How Might We Organize,
Record, and Report Coverage?

• annotated diagrams (see earlier slides)
• coverage outlines and risk lists

• plentiful examples in the Rapid Software Testing notes
http://www.satisfice.com/rst-appendices.pdf

• requirement / risk vs. coverage matrices
• (see subsequent slides)

• bug taxonomies (external and in-house)
• example:  appendix to Testing Computer Software
• example:  “Bugs in your Shopping Cart”,

www.kaner.com/pdfs/BugsInYourShoppingCart.pdf
• summarized log files
• automated tools (e.g. profilers, coverage tools)



Quality Criteria Coverage Matrix



Product Element Coverage Matrix



How Might We Organize,
Record, and Report Coverage?

• data tables
• libraries of scenarios
• libraries of test charters
• source code for automated test cases
• Michael Hunter’s You Are Not Done Yet list
• James Bach’s Heuristic Test Strategy Model

• product element coverage
• quality criteria coverage
• described at www.satisfice.com
• several articles about it at www.developsense.com

• Mike Kelly’s MCOASTER model
• Elisabeth Hendrickson’s Test Heuristics Cheat Sheet
• session-based test management (see below)



Wait!  What About Quantifying Coverage?

• A nice idea, but we don’t know how to do it 
in a way that is consistent with the most 
basic measurement theory

1. If we describe coverage by counting test 
cases, we’re committing reification error.

2. If we use percentages to quantify coverage, 
we need to establish what 100% looks like.

3. Complex systems may display emergent 
behaviour.



Rapid Testing Documentation

• Recognize
• a requirements document is not the requirements
• a test plan document is not a test plan
• a test script is not a test
• doing, rather than planning, produces results

• Determine where your documentation is on the 
continuum:  product or tool?
• Keep your tools sharp and lightweight
• Obtain consensus from others as to what’s necessary and 

what’s excess in products
• Ask whether reporting test results takes priority over 

obtaining test results
• note that in some contexts, it might

• Eliminate unnecessary clerical work



E.T. as a Pragmatic Practice

• Why invest lots of 
• time
• effort
• documentation
• resources
• planning

at the beginning of the project, when we know 
the least about it?

• Among other advantages, the learning and 
looping in exploratory testing make it an 
important way to discover a plan



Exercise

How do you estimate a test cycle?
How do you estimate a test project?

Why might you not have to?



ET and Managers

• Why is ET hard for managers to accept?
• Maybe it’s because we don’t explain it well.
• Maybe it’s because managers don’t listen to 

themselves explaining their own processes.
• Maybe it’s because nobody is noticing that…


